The only Wet Table with adjustable height and swing arms
Better presentation – More comfortable

Faucet swivels
High-arch faucet. (All plumbing fixtures included.)

Heavy-duty Spray Hose
Table length. Adjustable spray. Hanger.

Large Sink

Splash Panel

Hi – Lo
Standing

Swing Arm
Articulated. Hold all accessories where you want them. Arm swings under table when not in use.

Extra Large Hair Trap
Lifts out. Clean less often.

Foot Switch swivels. Always faces you.

4 Electrical Outlets
In protective enclosure.

Dry Top (accessory)
Fits over grates. Stainless steel.

Large surface 60" x 24". For larger dogs. 2 removable grates.

Enclosed electric lift Precision height adjustment. Capacity 250 pounds. Clean, fully enclosed.

Ergonomic comfort Work seated or standing on large or small patients. Meets ergonomic standards.

Better patient presentation With adjustable height. More efficient, faster treatments.

Rock solid Reinforced all welded steel construction. No bounce or wobble. A better work platform.

Leveling feet Assure solid work surface.

Swing arms Choice of one or two accessory Swing Arms with drop-in sockets for IV Pole, Light, etc. Hold 60 pounds each. Go up/down with table. Arms lift in/out of brackets on post without tools.

Choice of accessories The only wet table that provides useful accessories for both wet-dry treatments and dental procedures.

Install anywhere Fits any standard plumbing connection. Unique design – no noisy pump, no external hoses. Installs near wall or free standing. Not a built-in, can be moved in future.

Wet Table Features
This is the modern wet table that replaces wooden built-ins. Offers height adjustment and useful accessories, also converts to a fully equipped dental table.
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Dental Table Features

In just minutes your Olympic Wet Table can be converted into a fully equipped dental table. All your instruments and equipment are positioned at your fingertips, ready for faster, more efficient procedures.

**Ergonomic height adjustment** You can work more comfortably seated or standing. Less tiring for long dental procedures.

**Improved presentation** Another benefit of height adjustment. Better visualization and access to the oral site.

**Use your present and future equipment** This table is designed as a universal platform. You can use your present, or almost any new dental unit or anesthesia machine (pole mountable).

**Accessories** A choice of several helpful dental accessories currently available (next column).

**Solid work surface** The heavy-duty construction of the Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table provides a rigid platform for dental procedures.

**Reduces floor clutter** Mounting equipment on the table saves floor space and congestion.

**Swing Arms** For dental use, two Swing Arms are furnished (see model 51003). These articulated arms each have 2 drop-in sockets for your dental equipment and accessories. Each arm can support 60 pounds. The arms lift in/out of brackets on the lift post and can be quickly changed without tools.

**2 tables in one** The Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table not only provides a superior wet-dry treatment table but also a fully equipped and efficient dental table.

Order from your distributor

Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table, complete for treatments or dentistry, includes 2 Swing Arms with 2 sockets each, height-adjustable Instrument Tray, IV Pole, LED Exam Light, Grates, Grate Tilt Insert and Stainless Hard Top, all plumbing fixtures. Overall 24” x 60” x 41”. Wt. 360 pounds. 120V/60Hz........................................ Model 51003

Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table, includes 2 Grates and all plumbing fixtures .................................................. Model 51001

Accessories

Accessories quickly changed for wet table or dental use.

- **IV Pole**................................................................. Model 51081
- **Swing Arm with 2 sockets**.......................... Model 51086
- **Special use 1-socket Swing Arm** (call) ...... Model 50986
- **LED Exam/Procedure Light**........................... Model 50987
- **Laptop/Patient Monitor Tray**....................... Model 50988
- **Instrument Tray, height adjustable**............. Model 51087
- **Grate Tilt**.............................................................. Model 51082
- **Stainless Dry Top**................................................ Model 51085
- **6” Arm Extension**.............................................. Model 50985
- **12” Arm Extension** (adds 3rd socket).......... Model 50995

See Step-by-Step Guide to Building a Customized Dental Suite on page 12

- 3-year Olympic Warranty. All parts and labor.
- Immediate shipment. In stock.

Olympic Veterinary
This advanced dental table is designed so you can perform more dental procedures in less time. It is efficient, more comfortable, and offers better patient presentation for all procedures. It has adjustable height, tilt adjustment, and a dorsal positioner. Swing Arms to hold all your equipment and instruments right where you want them. It’s also rock solid – a perfect dental platform.

**Ergonomic comfort with height adjustment**

**STANDING**
Extra tall 41"

**SEATED**
Comfortable 29"
All your dental equipment at your fingertips

Choose your accessories

A universal platform

The Olympic Dental Table will hold your present and future equipment. Accessories fit into drop-in sockets and can be quickly moved or changed.

Features

A dental “cockpit” As efficient as an airplane cockpit. All your instruments and equipment are mounted on swing arms for perfect positioning. You save time on every procedure and work in ergonomic comfort.

Swing Arms Articulated. Support 60 pounds each. Change left/right without tools.

Rock solid This table has been designed for dentistry. Its heavy-duty construction eliminates any bounce or wobble.

Dental Head Rest An efficient work platform. Supports patient’s head on reinforced stainless steel surface with access from 3 sides. Rapid drainage. Rounded arm rests.

Better patient presentation The patient’s position can be adjusted instantly during procedures.

• Height adjustment Electric lift adjusts from extra high standing to seated (41”– 29”). Capacity 250 pounds.

• Tilt adjustment Table tilts up to 10 degrees and automatically locks. Improves presentation and drainage.

• Recumbent positioning Built-in V-positioner folds up to 45 degrees and automatically locks.

Large table top Full 62” length for larger dogs. Only 21” wide to save space.

Instrument Tray Drops into socket on swing arms. Lifts off for quick cleaning.

Compressor storage Compressor stores on table base behind post. Platform available to insulate vibration.

Tie-down Cleats Under table top.

Less clutter Mounting equipment on table eliminates floor clutter.

Best long-term investment The Advanced Dental Table will meet your needs today and for years to come.

Order from your distributor

Olympic Dental Table, complete with 2 Swing Arms with 2 sockets each, height-adjustable Instrument Tray, IV Pole, LED Exam Light. 120V/60Hz. Net weight 240 pounds Model 50905

Olympic Dental Table, with one Swing Arm with 2 sockets for accessories, height-adjustable Instrument Tray Model 50901

Anesthesia and dental machines not furnished.

Accessories

Can be ordered separately.

IV Pole Model 51081
LED Procedure Light Model 50987
Laptop/Patient Monitor Tray Model 50988
Compressor Cart Model 50985
Swing Arm with 2 sockets Model 51086
6” Arm Extension Model 50995
12” Arm Extension Model 50996

See Step-by-Step Guide to Building a Customized Dental Suite on page 12

• 3-year Olympic Warranty. All parts and labor.
• Immediate shipment. In stock.
A completely equipped mobile station for treatments and advanced procedures

This work station is designed for efficiency and ergonomic comfort, standing or seated. It has full-range height adjustment and a warm feeling, non-slip Corian® surface. All your instruments, monitors, and other equipment, like anesthesia machines, are at your fingertips to save you time. And since all the accessories are mounted on the station, it eliminates floor clutter and saves space.

The Advanced Treatment Station is also multi-purpose. In addition to being a complete work station, it is also a patient transport that you can easily roll between treatment, x-ray, prep, surgery or recovery – and even outdoors. By combining patient treatment and transport, it reduces the handling of injured or compromised patients and saves time.

The Advanced Treatment Station will fit your needs today and in the future as your hospital grows.

Watch video demonstration www.OlyVet.com
Top surface is lifetime Corian® from DuPont. The ideal surface for modern hospitals. Feels warmer than stainless steel. Is non-skid so your patients remain calm. Wipes clean with disinfectants and has drip edge. Choose from 3 standard colors/patterns. (Platinum shown above.)

Equipment Shelf For monitors and other equipment. Easy to see and reach. Mounts at head of station. Electrical equipment connects directly to power outlets on station (see below).

IV Pole, anesthesia machine IV pole drops into sockets at corners of station. Eliminates floor stand. Travels with patient. Most lightweight anesthesia units can be mounted.

Instrument Tray On swing-arm. Fits sockets at 4 corners. Instruments always at your fingertips, raises and lowers with the table. 12” x 9”.

Exam Light Daylight color LED. Adjustable brightness and focus. Long flexible gooseneck. Connects to electrical outlets on the Treatment Station (see below).

Laptop Your laptop is securely held on a special swing-arm so it’s just where you want it. Can be quickly moved to another drop-in socket.

Scale Scale under Corian® top. Large, easy to read. Swivel mounted. Can weigh active animals. Accuracy +/- 0.1 pound. Lifetime quality.

2 Foot Switches For faster and convenient height adjustment, there are foot switches on both sides of the treatment station.

Electrical Outlets 7 electric outlets for connecting all your accessories and equipment. Conveniently located at end of table near instrument shelf.

Corian® non-slip surface

Precision scale is built-in

For all procedures outside the surgical suite

Ergonomic and efficient

The Olympic Treatment Station provides for ergonomic comfort with full-range height adjustment. The maximum height is an extra tall 40”. Work standing or seated. Improved patient presentation. The rechargeable electric lift is quiet and smooth. Two foot switches, one on each side.

Patient transport – multi-purpose

Also an easy-roll patient transport – two products in one. It has steering handles and is lighter weight so it turns easily in tight spaces. This dual function saves time and improves patient care. You can move patients between treatment, x-ray, prep, surgery, recovery.

Specifications

Dimensions Overall 23” x 58”; Tabletop 23” x 53”
Height range 14”–40”
Lift capacity 250 pounds
Casters Large 5”, full swivel, locking

Tie-down cleats Under both sides of table
Net weight without accessories, 95 pounds
Electrical 120V/60Hz

Order from your distributor

Advanced Treatment Station with scale and Corian® top. Complete with all accessories below.............. Model 51601
Advanced Treatment Station with scale and Corian® top. Without accessories................................. Model 51602
Advanced Treatment Station with scale and stainless steel top. Without accessories........................ Model 51604

Accessories

Can be ordered separately
IV Pole............................................. Model 51611
Swiveling Instrument Tray....................... Model 51612
Equipment Shelf.................................. Model 51613
LED Exam Light with flexible arm............ Model 51614
Laptop Tray....................................... Model 51615
New – more efficient exam room table
Saves time – Improves care – Patient friendly

The new Olympic Elite Exam Room Lift Table improves patient care and saves time on every examination. The electric lift provides perfect patient presentation for large and small animals, and the patient can be raised or lowered during the exam for better visualization and minor treatment.

In addition to height adjustment, the free-standing Elite Table provides complete access to the patient from all 4 sides for more thorough exams.

The Elite Table is also patient friendly and fear free. The warm feeling Corian® top is non-slip and non-reflective, so your patients can stand comfortably and calmly during an exam.

And with the Elite Table you no longer have to lift a heavy dog risking injury for your staff. It complies with ergonomic standards. For added safety and cleanliness, the electric lift column is fully enclosed.

With its Corian® top, electric lift, and enclosed column, the Olympic Elite Exam Room Lift Table makes every exam room more efficient and welcoming.

• Exam Light  LED, adjustable spot, flexible gooseneck, #51614.
• Laptop Tray Securely holds your computer, #51615.
• Swiveling Instrument Tray (not shown) Holds supplies at fingertips, #51612.
• Storage Shelf  Mounts at end of table, 11” x 20”, #51613.
• IV Pole (not shown) Fits into sockets, #51611.
Better patient presentation for all patients—large and small—during any type of examination. Also, adjusts to comfortable standing or seated height for operator. Smooth, quiet electric lift has a capacity of 250 pounds. 2 foot switches, one on each side.

The Olympic Elite Exam Lift table is free standing, not a built-in, so you have instant access to the patient from 4 sides for fast and thorough examinations. Saves time, improves patient care. Large Corian® surface, 54” x 22”, height 37”.

The lifetime Corian® top is warmer feeling and non-slip—dogs stand comfortably and calmly during exams. Also, non-reflective so they aren’t spooked by mirror-images and lights. No clawing at table. (See Corian® below.)

With the Elite Exam Lift Table there is no more awkward lifting of heavy dogs—and less likelihood of injuries for your staff. Large dogs can walk on when the non-slip Corian® table is near floor level.

The electric lift is fully enclosed in a telescoping column. Safer when other pets or children are in the exam room. And cleaner, with no exposed machinery to collect hair. Faster clean-up.

A precision scale is built in under the Corian® top. Scale has weight averaging, 0.1 pound accuracy, lb/kg selection, large, easy-read numbers, and is swivel mounted for angle viewing. Lifetime accuracy guaranteed.

The Olympic Elite makes any exam room look more attractive. The handsome Corian® top and sleek enclosed column give it an impressive modern look. Makes your hospital environment more pleasing to owners, pets and your staff.

Casters The Elite Exam Lift Table rolls on 4 locking casters. Easily positioned in exam room or moved for cleaning floor. Flexible for future hospital changes.

Rechargeable Battery Operates either connected to wall outlet or on internal fast-recharge battery.

Power Strip Convenient power strip with four 120V outlets is mounted just below table top at rear. Handy for clippers and other devices.

Order from your distributor

Olympic Elite Exam Lift Table, complete with scale. Please specify your Corian® color..........................Model 51203
Olympic Elite Exam Lift Table, without scale ......Model 51204
Equipment Shelf, drops into sockets next to scale..Model 51613
Swiveling Instrument Tray..............................Model 51612
Laptop Support Arm.................................Model 51615
LED Exam Light with flexible arm .................Model 51614

Corian® to match your décor
Corian® combines beauty with durability. It is the lifetime material that never ages from Dupont, not a thin laminate. Select from these standard color-patterns.

Granola 51280
Sandstone 51281
Platinum 51282
3 important jobs – with one electric lift

Gurney transport
Light weight, easy to roll. Turns in tight spaces.

Curbside transport
Electric lift for easier patient handling. Pull-out handle for controlled steering.

Treatment table
Adjustable height. Use anywhere. IV pole drops into sockets.

Lift off stretchers
For transport and treatment. Radiolucent.

New... VERSA-LIFT™ with Quick-Lock Central Locking Brakes
One lever locks/unlocks all 4 casters. No more locking/unlocking each caster. 2 foot pedals – one on each side. Saves time. Safer. 300 pound patient capacity. Order Model 50705.
3-way... *Electric Lift, Gurney, Treatment Table*

**Features**

**Versatile** The Olympic Versa-Lift will save you time and labor every day. This mobile electric lift combines three useful pieces of equipment – for the price of one. Quickly pays for itself.

**Patient transport** Easy to roll and steer. Light-weight – just 68 pounds, less than half the weight of most electric gurneys. Moves patient quickly from one department to another. Saves time.

**Patient transfer** The lift-off stretcher makes transferring patients from the Versa-Lift to tables and cages faster and safer.

**Treatment/Exam Table** The Versa-Lift is also a comfortable, height-adjustable treatment table that can be used anywhere needed. IV pole fits into sockets on table.

**Protects against back injury** No more lifting heavy dogs. The height adjusts from near floor to 40" with electric lift. Complies with ergonomic standards.

**Curbside pick-up** The Versa-lift is sturdily built for outdoor use. The electric lift with removable stretcher makes extracting injured animals from cars easier, safer. Then just roll the patient into the hospital. For low-boy transport use pull-out handle.

**Implements patient care** Compromised patients are no longer subjected to traumatic lifting and handling. Injured patients can be immobilized on the hard stretcher.

**Full-range lift** Adjusts smoothly from near floor to 40". Capacity, 250 pounds. Fast recharging and typically 2 weeks between charges.

**Saves floor space** One piece of equipment with 3 functions.

---

**Order from your distributor**

- **Olympic Versa-Lift**, complete with IV Pole, Pull-out Handle, Hard and Soft Stretchers......................**Model 50701**
- **Olympic Versa-Lift with Quick-Lock Caster System**, complete with IV Pole, Hard and Soft Stretchers, Pull-out Handle, 2 Foot Switches, 300 pound capacity.....**Model 50705**
- **Headrest Extender**, drops into sockets at end of the table. Extends overall table length to 60" .................**Model 50781**

- 3-year Olympic Warranty. All parts and labor.
- Fully assembled. Made in USA.
- Immediate shipment. In stock.
Olympic Dental Suites are designed to help you perform more dental procedures in less time. These tables are more efficient, more comfortable, and offer better patient presentation than conventional fixed height tables. And with all your instruments and equipment mounted on swing arms for perfect positioning, everything is right where you want it – whether you work seated or standing.

Olympic Dental Tables and Hi-Lo Wet Tables are fully customizable. Each of the articulated swing arms support up to 60 pounds so you can build the system that best fits your needs, including an Olympic IV Pole, Instrument Tray, Laptop Tray and LED Exam Light, as well as your preferred dental delivery unit and anesthesia machine.

Olympic Tables save space and reduce clutter. Olympic tables take all your ancillary equipment off the floor, saving valuable space and providing a clutter-free environment that is easier to clean between procedures.

Your best long-range investment for an expanding dental practice. Adding just one additional procedure a week will typically pay for your new dental suite in less than 6 months.

5 easy steps to create a customized, space-saving dental suite

1. Choose your Table – Olympic Advanced Dental Table™ (page 3) or Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table™ (page 1)
2. Select your Accessories – IV Pole, Instrument Tray, Laptop/Monitor Tray, LED Exam Light
3. Select your preferred Dental and Anesthesia units – Olympic offers adapters to mount most popular models
4. Select Swing Arms to hold all accessories and equipment – Tables hold up to 6 pieces of equipment
5. Add Convenience Features – Consider Compressor Cart, Stainless Dry Top or Enclosure Panels to complete your suite

Your Olympic Dental Suite is a High-ROI Investment
A “No Construction – No Interruption” Solution
Instructions: Enter quantity in each checkbox to create specifications for your custom dental suite. See dental table schematic on page 8.

**DESIGN TIP**
This table is ideal for a high-volume dental practice, or where a plumbing connection is not available.

### Olympic Advanced Dental Table™ #50901
This is the ultimate table for all dental procedures. Provides optimal patient positioning and presentation, with everything you need at your fingertips.
- Integrates with full suite of Olympic accessories and an anesthesia and dental unit of your choice
- Comes with one swing arm and height-adjustable instrument tray. Second swing arm optional.
- Dental Head Rest provides solid work surface with rounded arm rest area designed to keep your arms dry
- Drain Pan under Headrest, removable, high capacity
- Full height adjustment from an extra tall 41” (standing) to 29” (seated) – whisper silent enclosed Electric Lift
- Tilt adjustment up to 10 degrees – auto locks
- Dorsal Positioner V-sides adjust to 45 degrees
- Large tabletop – full 62” for larger dogs (50” V-positioner + 12” headrest)
- Rock solid construction – no wobble and no bounce
- Electrical outlets in protective enclosure for easy cord management
- Footswitch swivels so it always faces operator
- Casters for easy cleaning and moving

**See full product description on page 4**

**DESIGN TIP**
This table is ideal where a plumbing connection is available or where cross-over use for treatment is desired.

### Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table™ #51001
A combination wet table and dental suite that converts in minutes from one to the other. The ultimate multi-purpose wet table.
- Integrates with full suite of Olympic accessories and an anesthesia and dental unit of your choice
- Includes sockets on lift column. Swing arms are optional.
- Rock solid, heavy duty all welded steel – no bounce or wobble
- Silent, smooth operation. Unique design – no pump, no external hoses
- Full height adjustment from an extra tall 41” (standing) to 29” (seated) – enclosed electric lift
- Tilt adjustment up to 7 degrees with optional tilt grate insert
- Large tabletop surface – 60” x 24” for larger dogs
- Electrical outlets in protective enclosure for cord management.
- Install near wall or free standing – not a wooden built-in
- Optional stainless top slips over grates to create dry procedure table
- Footswitch swivels so it always faces operator
- Fully assembled, including all plumbing, faucet and spray nozzle

**See full product description on page 2**

Save Time. Save Space. Reduce Clutter.
Select up to 4 Olympic Accessories for your table

**DESIGN TIP** High-quality Olympic Accessories are designed to drop into sockets (no tools required) on your table’s swing arms. Accessories can be switched out between socket locations to meet changing procedural needs. Olympic accessories help eliminate clutter, reduce cleaning time, save valuable space and keep everything at user’s fingertips for seamless transitions from seated to standing.

- **Olympic IV Pole** #51081
  Sturdy stainless steel IV Pole suitable for hanging fluid pump and small patient monitor.

- **Swiveling Instrument Tray** #51087
  Sturdy height-adjustable instrument tray mount. Includes stainless steel 9½” x 13” tray.

- **Olympic LED Exam Light** #50987
  LED Exam Light with flexible arm. Adjustable beam area and intensity. Plugs into on-board power strip.

- **Laptop/Monitor Tray** #50988
  Height-adjustable swiveling tray securely holds laptops or patient monitors up to 11” x 14”.

Select preferred high-speed Dental Unit and Anesthesia Unit and Adapters

**DESIGN TIP** Olympic Dental Suites are designed to integrate with the following models of dental and anesthesia equipment with the use of an Olympic Adapter. Please inquire about adapters for other units at 1-800-789-6867.

**Anesthesia:** Vetland VSA-2100-CP (Adapter #50992), Matrix VMS (50992), Surgivet CDS 9000 (#50992), Eagle Eye Millenium (#50992), SuperM2600 (no adapter required), Versa II and Versa Compact (adapter built into swing arm #50986).

**High-Speed Dental Delivery Units:** iM3 GS Deluxe (Adapter #50997), iM3 Elite and Pro 2000 (Adapter #50994), Dentalaire DTP00603 (Adapter #50993). Innovadent HS1, HS2, HS3, HS4 (no adapter required).

- **Multi-purpose Anesthesia Adapter** #50992
- **Dentalaire Adapter** #50993
- **iM3 Adapter** #50994
- **iM3 Adapter** #50997

Select Swing Arms to accommodate accessories and equipment

**DESIGN TIP** Each standard swing arm set includes 2 sockets. You can add an additional socket by ordering #50996 (Socket Doubler) or extend the reach of any socket by adding #50995 (6” Socket Extender). Select swing arm #50986 with one 1” socket and one 3/4” socket for Versa II/Compact. Order sufficient sockets to hold total number of accessories and adapters specified above.

- **Swing Arm with two 3/4” sockets** #51086

- **Swing arm for Versa II/Compact**. Includes two sockets. #50986

- **12” Arm Extension with Extra Socket** #50996

- **6” Arm Extender** #50995

Add Convenience Features

**DESIGN TIP** The Hi-Lo Wet Table™ provides a convenient location for mounting an oiled compressor between the column and the plumbing compartment. A compressor can be placed behind the column of the Advanced Dental Table™. An optional Olympic Compressor Cart (#50985) straddles the base of the Dental Table to provide additional isolation from vibration.

- **Compressor Cart** #50985
- **Rear Enclosure Panels for Island Installation of Wet Table** #50989

- **Grate Tilt Insert for increased oral drainage** #51082
- **Dry Top for Wet Table Slips over Grates** #51085
Olympic Dental Suites... Choose a popular configuration or create your own

**Olympic Dental Table™**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50901</td>
<td>Olympic Dental Table™ with 1 Swing Arm with 2 sockets for accessories. Includes 1 height adjustable Instrument Tray.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50905</td>
<td>Olympic Dental Table™ complete with 2 Swing Arms with 2 sockets for accessories on each arm. Includes 1 height-adjustable Instrument Tray, IV Pole and LED Exam Light.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50906</td>
<td>Olympic Dental Table™ with 2 Swing Arms with 2 sockets for accessories on each arm. Includes 1 height-adjustable Instrument Tray and IV Pole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50907</td>
<td>Olympic Dental Table™ with 2 Swing Arms with 2 sockets for accessories on each arm. Includes 1 height-adjustable Instrument Tray, 1 IV Pole and #50992 Anesthesia Adapter and #50993 Dental Adapter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table™**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51001</td>
<td>Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table™ with Grates, Faucet and Hand Spray.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51003</td>
<td>Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table™, complete ready for dental procedures with 2 Swing Arms, with 2 sockets for accessories on each arm. Includes height-adjustable Instrument Tray, IV Pole, LED Exam Light, Grate Tilt Insert. Also includes Stainless Dry Top.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51005</td>
<td>Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table™, complete ready for dental procedures with 2 Swing Arms, with 2 sockets for accessories on each arm. Includes height-adjustable Instrument Tray, IV Pole, Grate Tilt Insert. Includes #50992 Anesthesia Adapter and #50993 Dental Adapter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51006</td>
<td>Olympic Hi-Lo Wet Table™, complete ready for dental procedures with 2 Swing Arms, with 2 sockets for accessories on each arm. Includes height-adjustable Instrument Tray, IV Pole, Grate Tilt Insert.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more ideas on how to create the ultimate dental suite, come visit our live video showroom where an Olympic equipment specialist will set up a table to your specifications live online.

Now... Visit our Live Video Showroom for a Custom Presentation.

Call us at 1-800-789-6867 to set up an appointment today.
NEW! With adjustable height
Ergonomic comfort – Saves time

This is the first height adjustable table designed especially for veterinary ultrasound. It incorporates several unique features to help improve imaging in any patient position – dorsal or lateral – and to enhance comfort for the operator and assistant.

With the electric lift you can adjust the table height for perfect presentation of both large and small animals and to minimize physical strain for the operator during long scans. Two adjustable gel pad armrests add to operator comfort.

A heavy-duty swing arm can support your portable ultrasound machine so you can position it at your fingertips to save time. Three probes can be conveniently stored on this same swing arm, and the arm pushes out of the way when you are setting up the patient.

The Olympic table has two special cutouts in the transparent top that provide access for echocardiography, and the transparent top makes probe positioning easier and more certain. The cutout has covers that can be used when smaller animals are positioned near the side of the table.

The Olympic Ultrasound Table saves time on every scan and reduces the threat of repetitive motion injury for the operator. It rolls easily where needed and will serve your growing ultrasound practice for years to come.

Two cutouts in the transparent top are specially designed for echocardiograms and other laterals. In this photo the patient is being set-up. The dog will be moved to the left so his thorax is over a cutout. The operator’s arm is supported by an armrest while the assistant comfortably controls the patient. The operator can continuously adjust the table height with the foot switch for the optimum position.
Patient positioning is faster, easier.

Efficient – Saves time – Better images

Cockpit efficiency
With adjustable patient height and your ultrasound machine at your fingertips, all scans are faster and less tiring. Ergonomic design helps prevent repetitive stress injuries for both the operator and the assistant.

Full-range height adjustment
No more lifting heavy patient to table height. Ideal presentation for large and small patients and all operators.

Abdominal scans
Place your preferred V-positioner on the table for dorsal recumbent positioning. Adjust table height for operator comfort, seated or standing.

Covers for cutouts
Covers fit into cutouts to provide a solid surface. Note: small probe hole in the cover for scanning small animals. An additional cover fits small hole.

Swing Arm (accessory)
Securely holds portable ultrasound machines up to 25 pounds. Arm swings 180 degrees and platform pivots. Fits into socket on post.

Probe Holders
The swing arm also has holder for 3 probes of various sizes. Convenient, saves time.

Armrests
Two gel pad armrests. Angle of each armrest can be adjusted to help reduce strain.

Foot Switch
Lets operator adjust height of table during a scan.

LED Light (accessory)
Fits into socket on table. Adjustable size spot. Flexible gooseneck.

Other features
- Rolls easily: 4 locking casters permit this table to be moved when not in use or for room cleaning. It can also be fit into rooms with different layouts and smaller spaces.
- Sturdy construction: The solid, welded construction provides a safe and very steady platform for better scans. The Olympic Table is built to last for many years of daily use.
- Storage space: The space under the top surface offers a large storage space for supplies, which are easy to see and reach.
- Mat included: (not shown) To avoid pressure points during long lateral scans, a table-size, soft mat is furnished which has cutouts matching those in the table top. Wipes clean.

Dimensions
Top surface, 26" x 48".

Order from your distributor
Olympic Ultrasound Table, including table-size soft mat with cutouts .......... Model 50790
Accessories
- Ultrasound Swing Arm .......... Model 50791
- LED Spot Light ..................... Model 50987

• 3-year Olympic Warranty. All parts and labor.
• Immediate shipment. In stock.
• Lifetime customer satisfaction program
Saves space – Folding Gurney – Treatment Table

ROLLS

Compact storage
Only 8 inches deep. Always ready for use.

FOLDS

Safety Lock
Automatically locks when opened.

Features

Ideal for clinics with limited space A gurney that folds out of the way and is an exam-treatment table.

Folds and unfolds in seconds To unfold, just spread the sides apart and an automatic safety lock holds it open. To close, release lock.

Rolls and steers easily Large casters and steering handles at both ends. Turns on a dime.

Lightweight and strong Weighs only 27 pounds but can carry 200 pound dogs. All welded construction.

Also a treatment table

When used with the Hard Top Stretcher, the Fold-Up becomes an exam-treatment table. Has firm, non-slip surface. Four locking casters.


The top is a stretcher held securely on 4 posts but easily lifts off for transferring or lifting patients. This lift-off stretcher helps reduce back injury and makes moving patients safer and faster. Eliminates awkward handling of compromised patients.

Order from your distributor

Olympic Fold-Up, complete with Hard and Soft Stretchers. Unfolded 52” x 21” x 36” tall. Fully assembled. ............ Model 50604

Olympic Fold-Up with Soft Stretcher only ................. Model 50602

• 3-year Olympic Warranty. All parts and labor.
• Immediate shipment. In stock.


Watch video demonstration www.OlyVet.com
**Features**

**Versatile – 3-way use**
Here is an easy-roll gurney that can speed up patient handling, and be used for exams and treatments. Plus, it’s got extra room for storage.

**Ultra lightweight gurney**
Because this gurney weighs only 31 pounds – just a fraction of what other gurneys weigh – it rolls effortlessly on its 4 swiveling casters.

**Steering handles at both ends**
So one or two people can steer and make tight turns in crowded spaces, narrow hallways.

**Have supplies – will travel**
Also with this gurney supplies can travel with the patient, so whatever you need is always with you.

**Larger patients**
The Ultra-Lite Gurney is 52 inches long and can carry patients up to 250 pounds. Heavy-duty construction – all welded.

**Exam–treatment table**
When used with the Hard Stretcher top, the Ultra-Lite becomes a treatment table with a reinforced surface that is firm and non-slip.

**Extra storage**
The generous storage space can hold up to 100 pounds of supplies and equipment (in addition to patient load).

**MRI compatible model**
A non-ferrous model of the Ultra-Lite is available for use in MRI environments.

---

**Order from your distributor**

**Olympic Ultra-Lite Gurney**, complete with Hard and Soft Stretchers.................................................. Model 50603

**Olympic Ultra-Lite Gurney** with Soft Stretcher only... Model 50601

**MRI compatible Olympic Ultra-Lite Gurney** with Hard and Soft Stretchers............................................... Model 50690

- 3-year Olympic Warranty. All parts and labor.
- Immediate shipment. In stock.

---

**Lift-off Stretchers**
Safer. Easier. Faster.

The top is a stretcher held securely on 4 posts but easily lifts off for transferring or lifting patients. This lift-off stretcher helps reduce back injury and makes moving patients safer and faster. Eliminates awkward handling of compromised patients.

**Soft Stretcher**

**Hard Stretcher**
This new multi-purpose treatment table is also a gurney. You can use this table for treating and prepping and also easily roll your patients to x-ray, surgery, recovery, or any area in your hospital. Unlike most older treatment tables that are so heavy and hard to roll that they are practically stationary, the Olympic Treatment Table rolls and steers easily. It’s lightweight, has large casters, and a push bar. It is also easy to move for area cleaning and if you want to change your treatment area layout.

For more efficient treatment, this Olympic table has an IV Pole and an Instrument Tray that fit into 4 sockets at the corners of the table. The instrument tray is mounted on a swing arm so is always at your fingertips. When the table is used for transport, the IV Pole and Instrument Tray can travel with the patient.

In addition, there are 2 foot switches, one on each side of the table. This saves time for you and your assistant. The rechargeable electric lift can be adjusted from near floor level to a comfortable ergonomic height either standing or seated.

This is the treatment table for the modern hospital. It’s multi-purpose, offers useful accessories, and rolls wherever you need it – now and in the future.

New optional Headrest Extender drops into 2 sockets at end of table to increase overall table length to 55".
Easy-roll treatment table and gurney

Features & specifications

**Combined use**  All-purpose dry treatment table with an electric lift combined with a full service gurney. Fits any hospital work space, and speeds up patient handling.

**Dimensions**  Top 21” x 46”. Overall length (including push bar) 21” x 51”. Drop-in Headrest Extender increases length to extra-long 54”.

**Ergonomic height adjustment**  For seated or standing in comfort 12” to 38” table top. Stainless steel, reinforced to prevent table bounce and dampen noise. Chassis is powder-coated steel with zinc anti-rust undercoat.

**Construction**  All-welded to provide a solid feeling table, without wobble.

**Weight**  Only 85 pounds – half the weight of many other treatment tables – rolls easily.

**Electric Lift**  Rechargeable, has charging light. Capacity 250 pounds.

**Foot Switches**  For height adjustment, 2 foot switches, one on each side of table.

**Push Bar**  For pushing table and quick steering in tight spaces.

**Casters**  Large 5” easy-roll. Swivel and lock individually.

**Olympic Socket System**  Drop-in sockets at 4 corners for accessories.

**3-year Olympic Warranty**  All parts and labor without charge.

**24-hour shipping**  The product usually ships next day.

**Instrument Tray**  fits in sockets. Tray mounted on swing arm and swivels for convenient positioning. Stainless tray lifts off for cleaning.

**IV Pole**  fits in sockets – quickly repositioned. Pole holds 2 bags and pump. Pole can move with patient. Reduces clutter on floor.

**Order from your distributor**

- Olympic Treatment Table, complete with IV Pole and Instrument Tray... Model 50702
- Olympic Treatment Table, complete with IV Pole and 2 Instrument Trays... Model 50704
- Stainless Steel Headrest Extender for Treatment Table... Model 50782

---

**OLYMPIC CLEAN-CATCH™**

*Now... a faster... easier way to collect clean urine specimens*

- **Easier** – no bending – no stooping
- **Dog friendly** – saves time collecting urine
- **Clean samples** – no cross-contamination
- **No washing** – no mess
- **Always ready for the next patient**
- **Saves time** – saves money

**Clean disposable cups**

- Push cup in
- Lift cup out

- Hole for hanging
- Non-slip grip
- Corrosion resistant coating
- Sturdy aluminum handle
- Narrow oval, less than 1.4” high – ideal for small females and all males
- Cup never touches ground – stays clean
- Holds cup securely
- Pour spout
- Flat bottom sits on table

**Order from your distributor**

- Clean-Catch Handle only ... Model 50101
- Clean-Catch Cups, box (120 cups) ... Model 50105

Recyclable plastic
Enviro-friendly
Get answers to all your product questions

VISIT OLYMPIC’S LIVE VIDEO SHOWROOM
Finally... A Way to Take the Guesswork out of Equipment Selection

1 Call us at 1-800-789-6867 to set up a time or schedule online at:
You control the length of the session. Start with 10 minutes or extend up to 30 minutes. Flexible meeting times available, including evenings and weekends. A recording of your session is available upon request.

2 Tell us about your space and what you are trying to achieve Our goal is to provide you with a complete High-ROI clinical solution. At your direction, we will customize a room for you and show you how it evolves as we add the ancillary equipment of your choice including an integrated IV pole, instrument tray, laptop tray, LED exam light, anesthesia unit, dental unit, monitor and instruments.

3 Select the Olympic equipment you would like us to demonstrate

Your session will be led by a knowledgeable equipment specialist who understands your needs.

Schedule online now at: www.Calendly.com/OlympicVet/Showroom
or call us at 1-800-789-6867
About Olympic Equipment

Olympic Veterinary is the leading manufacturer of modern, innovative Lifts, Tables and Gurneys designed for today's rapidly changing veterinary practice. Every Olympic product offers you new features to save time and improve patient care.

All Olympic equipment meets safety and ergonomic standards to protect your patients and hospital staff from injury. Premium quality Olympic products are built in the USA for life-time use and are your best long-term investment.

Olympic Customer Service

- Olympic equipment is available through your preferred distributor
- Video demonstrations of all products are available at www.OlympicVeterinary.com
- Immediate shipment. In stock. All products shipped fully assembled.
- All equipment is covered by a 3-year warranty, including parts and labor
- Guaranteed factory support and customer satisfaction throughout the life of your equipment

How to contact us

- Toll-free: 800-789-6867
- International: 206-722-3777
- Email: Info@OlyVet.com
- Website: www.OlympicVeterinary.com
- Mail: 9311 SE 36th Street, Unit 220. Mercer Island, WA 98040 USA
- Hours of Operation: 8:00 am to 4:30 pm Pacific Time
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Innovative products that advance patient care and caregiver comfort
Olympic Dental Suites are designed to help you perform more dental procedures in less time. These tables are more efficient, more comfortable, and offer better patient presentation than conventional fixed height tables. And with all your instruments and equipment mounted on swing arms for perfect positioning, everything is right where you want it – whether you work seated or standing.

Olympic Dental Tables and Hi-Lo Wet Tables are fully customizable. Each of the articulated swing arms support up to 60 pounds so you can build the system that best fits your needs, including an Olympic IV Pole, Instrument Tray, Laptop Tray and LED Exam Light, as well as your preferred dental delivery unit and anesthesia machine.

Olympic Tables save space and reduce clutter. Olympic tables take all your ancillary equipment off the floor, saving valuable space and providing a clutter-free environment that is easier to clean between procedures.

Your best long-range investment for an expanding dental practice. Adding just one additional procedure a week will typically pay for your new dental suite in less than 6 months.

New... Olympic Versa-Lift™ with Central Locking Brakes. See Inside.

3-in-1 Electric Lift for all your hospital’s needs... Including Curbside Medicine
Single charge lasts 2 weeks – Now in stock for immediate shipment!

CURBSIDE TRANSPORT
Move patients easily and quickly from car to clinic. Helps prevent back injuries when working alone.

EASY-ROLL GURNEY
Lightweight electric lift rolls easily over all outside surfaces. 300# weight capacity.

MOBILE EXAM AND TREATMENT TABLE
A drop-in IV Pole, Instrument Tray and Laptop Swing Arm. Quickly transform gurney into extra procedure table.